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Insulation is material added to houses to slow down 
the rate of heat loss. A house with more insulation, 
properly installed, will use less fuel. A-value is a 
measurement unit that rates the insulating value of a 
material. The R stands for "resistance" to heat flow. 
The higher the R, the slower that heat will be con
ducted through the material. Structural materials, 
such as concrete blocks and wood framing, gener
ally have a small A-value. Finish materials, such as 
plaster, sheetrock, siding, paint, or wallpaper also 
have a small A-value. This folder lists the overall 
A-value of the parts of houses, including structural 
and finish materials as well as the insulation. The 
heat loss and fuel use tables (see inside) will help 
you estimate fuel savings from adding insulation. 
Calculating A-value is discussed on page 5. 

Conduction is a process of heat flow within a mate
rial or through layers of material. Air leakage is 
another cause of heat loss that happens where 
edges of materials are joined together, such as 
where a window frame meets the plaster, or where a 
sliding or hinged window sash meets its frame. Air 
leakage also occurs at penetrations through walls, 
foundations, and ceilings, such as holes for plumb
ing and wiring, or cracks that develop with age. The 
figures in the tables do not include air leakage, since 
it varies greatly with the quality of workmanship, age 
of house, and windiness of the location. Air leakage 
can account for almost the same amount of heat loss 
as conduction. The Home Energy Handbook, chap
ter 8, available for use at your county extension 
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office, is useful for estimating air leakage heat loss. 

Square footage is a key factor in conduction heat 
loss. A 20-square-foot window will conduct twice as 
much heat as a 10-square-foot window, all other 
factors being the same. The tables have assumed 
convenient areas: 10 square feet for a window, 40 
square feet for doors (equal to two average-sized 
doors or one patio door), 1,000 square feet of wall, 
and 1,000 square feet of ceiling. In many cases, 
however, you will need to make a size adjustment 
when using the tables. For example, a 24' x 50' house 
has a 1,200-square-foot ceiling area. Since the table 
for ceilings is based on 1,000 square feet of ceiling, 
you will need to increase the figures from the table 
by 20 percent in this case. 

A therm equals 100,000 British Thermal Units. Each 
British Thermal Unit is about the amount of heat 
given off by a wood match, enough to raise one pint 
of water by one degree Fahrenheit. CCF stands for 
100 cubic feet of natural gas. KWH stands for 
kilowatt-hour of electricity. 

If you want to calculate fuel savings for improvement 
of a given part of your house, such as the walls, 
begin by finding the listing (inside the folder) of the 
part "as is." Then find the listing for how it will be 
"after" improvement. Circle or underline the fuel use 
before and after. These numbers will be used on 
page 4 to figure your fuel savings and payback. 
Further instructions are given on page 4. 



Table 1. Annual Conduction Heat Loss of Windows• (per 10 square feet of opening) 

Description A-Value Heat Loss Natural Gas Fuel Oil Electricity 
(therms) (CCF) (gallons) (KWH) 

Single glass 
with no storm window 1.01 19.38 29.5 19.4 568 
with broken or loose storm window 1.50 13.05 19.8 13.0 499 
with tightly fitted storm 2.15 9.11 13.8 9.1 267 

Double glass (or single with storm) 
3/16 in air space 1.70 11.52 17.5 11.5 338 
1/4 in air space 1.81 10.82 16.4 10.8 317 
1/2 in air space or more 2.15 9.11 13.8 9.1 267 

Triple glass (or double with storm) 
1/4 in air space 2.70 7.25 11.0 7.2 212 
1/2 in air space or more 3.40 5.76 8.8 5.8 169 
heat reflective inner glazing 4.00 4.90 7.4 4.9 144 

Insulating shade (used 16 hours/day)b 
on double glass window 5.29 8.0 5.3 155 
on triple glass window 3.92 6.0 3.9 115 

Insulating shutter (used 16 hours/day)b 
on double glass window 3.92 6.0 3.9 115 
on triple glass window 2.94 4.5 2.9 86 

•Table does not include heat loss or fuel use due to air leakage. A typical heat loss of 2 therms (200,000 Btu) per year per window 
occurs due to the air leakage through weather stripping and cracks around the window woodwork. Caulking the woodwork cracks 
with clear rubber sealant will reduce loss by about one-half. A-values are derived from references 1, 2, and 3. Furnace efficiency is 
from reference 4. 

bFor part-time window insulation, such as shades or shutters, two A-values would need to be given (in-place and not-in-place). 
The heat loss and fuel amounts have been figured assuming an A-4 shade material and A-10 shutter. 

Table 2. Annual Conduction Heat Loss of Doorsc (per 40 square feet, equal to two average entry doors or 
one patio door) 

Description A-Value Heat Loss Natural Gas Fuel Oil Electricity 
(therms) (CCF) (gallons) (KWH) 

Wood door 3.0 26.11 39.7 26.1 765 
Wood door and storm door 4.0 19.52 27.8 19.6 574 
Wood door with vestibule 8.0 9.79 14.9 9.8 287 
Metal door with foam cored 10.0 7.83 11.9 7.8 229 
Metal doors with vestibule 15.0 5.22 7.9 5.2 153 
Double-pane glass door wood frame 

with 1/4 in air space 1.81 43.27 65.8 43.3 1268 
with 1/2 in air space 2.15 36.42 55.4 36.4 1067 

Double-pane glass door metal framed 
with 1/4 in air space 1.72 45.53 69.2 45.5 1334 
with 1/2 in air space 2.04 38.39 58.4 38.4 1125 

Triple-pane glass door wood frame 
with 1/4 in air space 2.70 29.01 44.1 29.0 850 
with 1/2 in air spaces 3.40 23.04 35.0 23.0 675 

Triple-pane glass door metal framed 
with 1/4 in air spaces 2.56 30.59 46.5 30.6 896 
with 1/2 in air spaces 3.22 24.32 37.0 24.3 712 

cAir leakage heat loss of doors will be 10-50 percent of the conduction heat loss, depending on quality of weather stripping. 

dMetal doors or frames must have "thermal break" edges to achieve the listed A-value. Warning: doors without thermal break will 
have ice build-up problems and may not achieve listed A-values. 
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Table 3. Annual Conduction Heat Loss of Walls• (per 1,000 square feet) 
For walls below ground, heat loss Is about one-third. 

Description R-Value Heat Loss Natural Gas Fuel Oil Electricity 
(therms) (CCF) (gallons) (KWH) 

Concrete block (uninsulated) 3 653 992 653 19,133 
Insulated concrete block 

with 1 in "styrofoam" 8 245 372 245 7,178 
with 2 in "styrofoam" 13 150 228 150 4,395 
with 3 in "styrofoam" 18 109 166 109 3,194 
with 4 in "styrofoam" 23 85 129 85 2,490 

2" x 4" wood studs 
no insulation in stud space 4 489 743 489 14,327 
2 in insulation in stud space 9 218 331 218 6,387 
full insulation in stud space 13 150 228 150 4,395 
full stud plus 1 in "styrofoam" 17 115 175 115 3,370 
full stud plus 2 in "styrofoam" 23 85 129 85 2,490 

2" x 6" wood studs 
full insulation in stud space 20 98 149 98 2,871 
full stud plus 1 in "styrofoam" 24 82 125 82 2,403 
full stud plus 2 in "styrofoam" 30 65 99 65 1,904 

Double wood studs 
8 in insulation 32 61 93 61 1,787 
10 in insulation 40 49 74 49 1,436 
12 in insulation 48 41 62 41 1,201 

•wall area is net square footage, after window and door areas have been calculated. Wall framing is assumed to have 2" x 4" wood 
studs at 16-inch spacing and 2" x 6" wood studs or double studs at 24-inch spacing. A-values given are for overall wall area, 
including effect of stud size and spacing. Sheathing is assumed to be half-inch plywood or fiberboard unless "styrofoam"-type 
(extruded polystyrene) is specified. 

Table 4. Annual Conduction Heat Loss of Ceilings' (per 1,000 square feet) 

Description R-Value Heat Loss Natural Gas Fuel Oil Electricity 
(therms) (CCF) (gallons) (KWH) 

3 in loose-fill depth 8 245 372 245 7,178 
6 in loose-fill depth 19 103 157 103 3,018 
9 in loose-fill depth 30 65 99 65 1,904 

12 in loose-fill depth 40 49 74 49 1,436 
15 in loose-fill depth 50 39 60 39 1,147 
18 in loose-fill depth 60 33 49 33 940 
21 in loose-fill depth 70 28 42 28 820 
24 in loose-fill depth 80 24 37 24 717 

1This does not include air leakage heat loss that may occur through cracks and holes in ceiling. Tops of walls may have openings 
which allow warm air to rise up inside the wall and filter through the overhead insulation. Sealing all filtration points is important. 
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Comparing Payback of Ideas for Energy-Saving Home Improvement 
Idea A 

Square Footage of Improved Area 
(from your measurements) 

Size Adjustment Factor 
(line 1 divided by sq ft given with table) 

Fuel Use "Before" Improved 
(fuel use from table, times line 2) 

Fuel Use "After" Improved 
(fuel use from table, times line 2) 

Fuel Saved Each Year 
(line 3 minus line 4) 

Adjusting for Climate Coldness 
(increase or decrease line 5 by the 
appropriate percentage shown on the 
map on page 1) 

Price of Fuel Including Taxes 
(per CCF, gal, KWH) 

Dollars Saved Each Year 
(line 5 times line 7) 

Job Costg 

Payback 
(line 9 divided by line 8) 

Idea B Idea C 

9The cost includes materials and installation. Tax credits, if available, should be subtracted to find net cost. If your idea serves a 
dual purpose, such as a window treatment, you may wish to consider only the extra cost for the energy-saving features. 
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R-Value Calculation Method 
Each exterior section of a house is made of several 
layers. A wall, for example, is made of siding, shea
thing, insulation, vapor barrier, and gypsum board. 
For thermal calculations, a thin layer of air on each 
side of the wall is also included. 

The "A-value method" is used one section at a time. 
The method is simply to add the A-value of each 
layer in the section. The sum is the A-value of that 
section. A-value of insulating products is usually 
found on the package containing the material or on 
the material itself. For example, a 3½-inch fiberglass 
batt is typically A-11, and a 5½-inch batt is typically 
A-19. Be sure to check the actual rating of the mate-

The following examples illustrate use of the R-value 
method and Table 6. 

Example 1. Fully Insulated 2" x 4" Wall 

rial you plan to use. For A-values of common build
ing materials, see Table 6. The term insulation refers 
to products designed mainly to reduce the rate of 
heat transfer, but all building materials have some 
insulation value. A-value of a section should there
fore include all materials and air layers. U-value is 
the reciprocal of A-value (U=1/A). 

An insulated framed wall is not a uniform section, 
because heat loss occurs through the studs at a 
higher rate than through the cavity between studs. 
The effect of "stud transmission" can be calculated 
by taking an average of stud and cavity U-values, 
taking into consideration the square feet of the stud 
and the cavity portion. 

R-Value 
.17 

1/2 inch hardboard siding 
25/32 inch insulating sheathing 

.68 
2.06 

Example 2. Insulated Concrete Block Wall 
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outside air layer 

3/4 inch wood siding 

1 inch "styrofoarn" 

8 inch concrete block 

inside air layer 

5 

11.00 

.45 

.68 

TOTAL=15.04 

U-value =1/15.04=.665 

- (negligible) 

(R-value incl. stud transmission is about 13) 

R-value 
.17 

.94 

5.41 

1.93 

.68 

TOTAL=9.13 

U-value=1/9.13=.109 
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Table 6. Thermal Resistance Values of Commonly Used Materlalsh 3 1951 001 921 116 K 

Material 

Batt or Blanket insulation 
Glass wool, mineral wool, or fiberglass 
3-3½ in batt 
5¼-6½ in batt 

Fill-type insulation 
Glass or mineral wool 
Vermiculite (expanded) 
Shavings or sawdust 
Cellulose products (milled pulverized paper or wood pulp) 

Rigid insulation 
Insulating board 

Sheathing, regular density½ in 
Sheathing, regular density 25/32 in 

Expanded polystyrene, extruded, plain 
Expanded polystyrene, moulded beads 
Expanded polystyrene (aged) 
Glass fiber 

Ordinary building materials 
Face brick 
Concrete, poured 
Concrete block, 8 in 
Concrete block, 8 in with cores filled 
Light weight concrete blocks, 8 in 
Light weight concrete blocks, 8 in with cores filled 
Plywood 
Plywood, 3/8 in 
Plywood, ½ in 
Hardboard, medium density 
Plasterboard 3/8 in 
Plasterboard ½ in 
Cement asbestos board 
Lumber (fir, pine, and similar soft woods) 
Asphalt shingles 
Wood Shingles 

Air spaces 
3/4 in to 4 in 

Surface resistances (air layers) 
Inside surface (still air) 
Outside (15 mph wind) 

Thermal Resistance (R) 
per Inch for thickness 

thickness as manufactured 

3.0-3.7i 
11 
19 

2.2-3.6i 
2.20 
2.20 
3.70 

1.25 
2.06 

4.00 
3.57 
6.25 
4.00 

.11 

.08 
1.04 
1.93 
2.18 
5.03 

1.25 
.47 
.63 

1.37 
.32 
.45 

.25 
1.25 

.44 

.94 

.90 

.68 

.17 

hFrom American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers ( ASHRAE) Handbook of Fundamentals, 1972. 
Values do not include surface resistances. 

;Actual value depends on density and fiber diameter. Smaller fiber diameters and greater densities produce higher thermal 
resistances. Use A-values (thermal resistance) as labeled by the manufacturer. 
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